The battle for Novelmore continues!
70223 Temple of Time
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ears ago, Dario Da Vanci, the ingenious inventor
from Novelmore, created the most powerful armour
ever built and called it Invincibus. It has the power to
make anyone who wears it invincible! The inventor,
however, feared terrible consequences if the armour
ever fell into the hands of someone with evil intent.
Therefore he asked Timithor, the wizard of time, to hide
the armoured suit in an undisclosed time and space so
no one could find it.
But, the Burnham Raiders found out about this and
have been trying to find the Invincibus ever since.
With its help, they could defeat Novelmore. And so, the
battle began. Who will succeed in claiming the magical
armour?
The Knights of Novelmore triumph with clever
strategies and innovative weapons. But, the Burnham
Raiders fight back with fierce fire creatures. The battle
is not yet decided. Embark on more exciting
adventures in Novelmore!
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The Opponents: NOVELMORE KNIGHTS vs. Burnham Raiders

Brody Burnham Bayron’s son:

Arwynn - Prince of
Novelmore:

A

Arwynn is the son of

King John.
The adventurous prince
tries to shake up the
dusty kingdom.

GWYNN - Fearless warrior from
Novelmore:

G

Dario Da Vanci - Royal caretaker and inventor:

Dario Da Vanci works as the royal caretaker
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in the Grand Castle of Novelmore. At night, he
covertly works on ingenious inventions in his
secret workshop.

wynn’s dream is to become a
knight, but family tradition requires
her to be a wolf whisperer, so she
can only fulfill her dreams in
secrecy.

fter returning from
a long journey, Brody is
determined to transform
the Burnham Raiders into
a less chaotic bunch.

Kahboom - Bayron’s
sidekick:

K

ahboom is the master
of mischief. He enjoys
causing trouble,
especially when it
involves Bayron
Burnham.

Bayron Burnham - Warlord of the
Burnham Raiders:

Bayron leads the Burnham
Raiders and can be quite
hot-headed at times.
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Welcome to NovelMore!
Novelmore is the ancient capital of a once mighty kingdom, now suffering under the unfortunate rule of the

incapable King John. Fearful of making wrong decisions, he shies away from any change. But, three young
heroes are sure that new ideas and change are exactly what the kingdom needs. The adventurous Prince
Arwynn, the inventive Dario Da Vanci, and the rebellious Gwynn are not only destined to stop the Invincibus
from falling into the hands of the Burnham Raiders, but also to elevate Novelmore well beyond its former glory.

70538 Novelmore
Defense Squad
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70220 Grand Castle of
Novelmore

NEW

70225 Novelmore
Wolf Team
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Who invented the
mobile catapult
fortress?

A

The Burnham Raiders are causing trouble, with their fires almost reaching the gates of the city.

C

King John is already preparing for the worst and has removed all of Novelmore’s treasures. Among
them are also the drawings of Dario Da Vanci. Fortunately, Dario has all his plan well remembered,
and the young heroes of Novelmore aren’t even thinking about giving up! Together with Gwynn and
Arwynn, he develops a mobile fortress - a combination of catapult and arrow shooter. With its help,
the Knights of Novelmore can attack the lightly-guarded outposts of the Burnham Raiders, and
hopefully gain the upper hand in this battle.

70229 Novelmore
Crossbowman with Wolf

70392 Novelmore
Treasure Transport
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70391 Novelmore
Mobile Fortress

Solution: DARIO DA VANCI

NEW

NEW
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Fortress of Fire
T

he Burnham Raiders rely on the power of fire in their fight against Novelmore. The wild bunch of
outlaws and bandits are fascinated by this element that keeps their community together. Even their
fortress was built in a huge volcanic crater. The secret weapon of the Burnham Raiders are various fire
creatures they have tamed: horses with fiery manes and glowing eyes, the Spirit of Fire - summoned by
the Guardian of Fire, Pyralia - and even fire-breathing dragons! These are trained by the dragon tamer
Tyragon, so that they can unleash their fire on the knights of Novelmore.

70228 Burnham Raiders Fire Master
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70221 Burnham Raiders
Fortress

70226 Burnham Raiders
Dragon Training
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70393 Burnham Raiders
Fire Ram

The Burnham Raiders use their lava mine to extract the special rock they use for their schemes. Here, they also forge all

weapons and produce the ammunition for the lava catapults and machines. Despite its important function, the lava mine is
a weakness for the Burnham Raiders, because it is located outside the fortress, presenting the Knights of Novelmore with a
unique opportunity to attack. But, the Burnham Raiders have taken precautions and set up a manned outpost in the flaming
ruins for protection. Moreover, the bravest of the fiery gang have been experimenting with a secret liquid that could give
them a clear advantage in the battle to come.
Will the heroes of Novelmore manage to stop the disruption in time?
Or will the Burnham Raiders’ stronghold withstand their attacks?

NEW

70394 Burnham Raiders
Lava Catapult

NEW

NEW
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70390 Burnham Raiders
Lava Mine

NEW

70539 Burnham Raiders
Flaming Ruins
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Can you find these
items in the picture?
Circle them!

Experience the battle for the magical armour now!

The PLAYMOBIL Novelmore sets are available in stores
and at www.playmobil.com
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Dive into the world of Novelmore:
Get to know Arwynn, Dario and Gwynn,
and discover Novelmore with great videos,
exciting games and more at:

novelmore.playmobil.com
Check out our social media channels and make sure
you don’t miss out on anything from sweepstakes
to GIFs and other fun Novelmore content!
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